Faculty hosts school-wide open forum to discuss
next phase of Miller Library renovations

After over a year of controversy
surrounding phases 1 and II of the
Miller Library renovations, the
Colby College community 's frustrations came to a boiling point
during a campus-wide open discussion on the future of the College's "general education" library.
Administrators , students, faculty and staff gathered in a Diamond lecture nail on Oct. 9 for
an "Open Forum on the Future of
Miller Library," facilitated by John
J. and Cornelia V. Gibson Professor of History Elizabeth Leonard and Christian A. Johnson
Distinguished Teaching Professor of History Robert Weisbrot.
They invited President David A.
Greene, Provost Lori Kletzer, Associate Professor of History John
Turner and Director of Colby Libraries Clem Guthro to address
the audience and answer questions on what will be next for the
library renovations.
"Faculty initiated the idea of
the meeting, but reall y it 's for
students, faculty, and anyone
interested in the future of our
library," Weisbrot said in his introduction of the event. He reminded the audience of the details behind Phases I and II of the
renovations, which included "the
removal of more than 150,000
volumes— half of the original
collection—and devalued what
we all intended the library to
be....Many faculty members nave
found it damaging, and students
have had more difficulty with research ," he said.
Weisbrot closed with a quote
from author Haruki Murakami:
"If you only read the books that

everyone else is reading, you
can onl y think what everyone
else is thinking. "
After Weisbrot's opening remarks, Greene and the renovation committee leaders-wel comed questions from the
audience. Lee Famil y Professor
of Eng lish Cedric Bryant began the discussion , asking what
Phase III of the renovations will
entail. Turner rep lied , "No conclusions have been made, but we
are planning to have more open
discussions throug hout the year."
Tionna Haynes '15 requested
that students have input in the
next stage and said that "either we
stop calling Miller a library, or we
make it the library that Colby deserves." The audience applauded,
after which Guthro said, "Libraries are more than just books."
Professor of English David
Suchoff refuted Guthro's defense
of the renovations. "I send my
students to Bowdoin to find a
James Joyce collection , and I'm
ashamed that I have to do that." A
librarian replied by asking, "Wh y
not send them to the storage facility, then?" With the mention of
the controversial storage facility
came a new discussion about the
off-campus space.
Alice Gauvin '15 offered a student perspective on the off-campus
storage facility, which holds about
half of Miller 's collection as well
as a smaller number of volumes
from Olin and Bixler libraries. "It's
not a nice place to stud y—it 's cold,
there's one sad desk, there's no real
system of organization.... It doesn't
make sense to send students off
campus when we have a library
right here," Gauvin said.
The topic then shifted to the
idea of using digital resources
for research. With the scarcity of
books available in Miller Library,
administrators and librarians have
encouraged students to turn to on-

line databases.
Associate Professor of English
Elizabeth Sagaser stressed that
these resources are not sufficient
for her students nor for her own
-research. "I've learned in teaching students about using digital
resources how important it is to
understand what those archives
represent ," she said, referring to
the physical stacks that used to be
more prevalent on campus. "It's
nice to have books in front of you
and kind of create an architecture
of texts to visually have your research form in front of you," Sagaser said.
Lucy Hadley '16 agreed, adding
that walking through book archives
"relates to the overall theme of liberal arts. It's not just a straight shot to
one topic—viewing stacks of books
means looking at other subjects,
too," she said. Professor of Religious
Studies Debra Campbell added, "We
were so lucky up until now to have
an open stacks system where we
could just run up to grab a book we
might need, and we're realizing that
we took that for granted."
Guthro interrupted to say that "the
average student uses Google to look
things up and doesn't turn to the library books." Sagaser responded, "I
don't think we should tell students
what the average student does."
Multiple professors added their
own stories of how digital archives are insufficient and why
professors and students alike benefit from an open-stacks system.
They used personal examples,
like a professor needing a specific
book a few minutes before class
starts, to support their argument
that the 24-hour delivery system
does not fulfill their research and
teaching needs.
Librarians in the audience
grew frustrated with the professors' negative responses to the
new system. "After 26 years here,
I feel very afraid of and personall y

attacked by the faculty, and the
overall tone is disrespectful and
unfair," Circulation Supervisor Eileen Richards saidScholarly Resources and Services Librarian Maril yn Pukkila
added that the library staff members have been called "liars, Nazis,
book burners and other names."
The tension grew until , during
Suchoff's comment on why the
new system is not the librarians '
faults, Richards walked out of the
room in tears and said , "I just can 't
listen to him any more."
Turner tried to adjust the tone
of the event by concluding, "What
I see at the core of where we are
now is a lot of broken trust.... We
need to heal this first, then talk
about the spaces, where the books
are, what we want in the future
and how to move forward."
Greene intervened at the end
of the discussion, offering to
stay as long as necessary to take
questions and talk to community
members about what 's next for
the library. He also commented
on the discussion. "It's disheartening to hear the nature of all the
tension.... I've heard that there
was controversy surrounding the
library, but today, it's much more
real ," he said. "I've dealt with this
same process in [University of
Chicago and Brown] and I've realized that you have to find a way
forward that is rig ht for your institution... . I have a sense of urgency about this."
In a post-forum interview, Pukkila echoed these sentiments, noting that while the changes were a
response to "a decade of student
surveys wanting more study space
and better lig hting," the librarians
had very little input. This trend
has continued , she said, as Guthro
and the librarians weren't even notified about the forum. However,
Pukkila believes the single greatest disappointment of the forum

was that "the meeting was billed
as a discussion about the Library 's
future, but was instead used as a
place for grievances." While she
believed that the airing of complaints was a necessary aspect to
reconciliation , she wished that it
had occurred in a more appropriate setting.
Fellow librarian Karen Gillum
responded in a different way. Because Gillum interacts with members of the faculty on regular basis, she has seen that the faculty
object to the policy, and are in
fact "grateful for what the people
in the library do " She believes the
forum was helpful, as "it's important for people to talk about issues without personalizing them
on either side.
The arguments over the library
ultimately come down to whether
or not the College should prepare
for the supposed digitalization of
texts. The administration continues to support the idea that other colleges are making the same
changes, which is partially true for
NESCAC schools.
Amherst College's library went
through renovations in the summer of 2013 to remove 168 stacks
in order to make room for a cafe
and a lecture space; Connecticut
College's Shain Library is currently
under construction "to create more
comfortable study spaces," but the
website does not mention the removal of any books; Tufts's plan for
Tisch Library is to increase study
space, but the administration says,
"We can expect that existing print
materials will continue to have substantial research value for the foreseeable future."
Bates College's "goals for 2014
15" mentions expanding digital resources but say nothing about the
removal of volumes. Bowdoin College's last library renovation was in
2005, and the library website shows
no plans of future renovations.
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Greene addresses administrative transparency
BY GRACE BALDWIN
News Staff
In the wake of controversial administrative rulings, many students
and faculty have been pushing for
increased transparency and involvement in major administrative
decisions . President David Greene
hopes to improve the issue this year
by establishing relationships with
members of all constituencies on
campus and continually assessing
the openness of the College's communication channels.
Some members of the Colby community have been frustrated following events such as the renovation of
the library, cancellation of the rugby
teams last November and the handling of delicate disciplinary issues
in the past. Students and faculty are
eager for a better understanding of
and facilitated participation in administration protocol. Greene is no
stranger to the idea of administrative transparency and, immersing
himself in the issues on campus, he
recognizes that many in the community remain focused on the topic.
In terms of Greene's administrative plans and goals for the College's
growth, he commented: "I think
what people should know, if they
don 't see it already, is how committed I am to Colby and how important the school is to me. It is an
important obli gation to be thinking
about continuing to make Colby a
stronger and stronger place over
time.... The foundation is here,
the place is so terrific , if we set our
sights reall y high , and think about
how it can continue to evolve, the
upside is unlimited."

Greene's goal is for students and
faculty to feel comfortable interacting with and trusting the administration. "It is easy for people
to think about the administration
as faceless bureaucrats," he said.
"[But] one of the great things about
the scale of this community [is
that] we can engage at a more personal level about things."
"In the end, many of us are trying to do the best we can at the
work we are charged with. We'll
be in conflict at times. I do think,
though, that understanding that
starting from the human side of
things instead of the faceless bureaucrat side, allows for a different
kind of engagement and real honest
engagement, Greene said.
Greene is trying to interact directly and individually with members of the community and hopes
to continue to get to know the different communities within the College through conversations, forums
and discussions. "I want to acknowledge different groups and individuals and how hard they work,"
Greene said.
One way Greene hopes to do this
is by inviting different groups from
the community to his house for
dinner and a conversation. "I never
went to the president 's house when
I was in college, so I wanted it to
be a part of people's lives," he said.
"Building community is important
to me, and we have a great sense of
community, but that area can always
be stronger."
The first group Greene welcomed
into his home was the Physical Plant
Department (PPD). "I saw how hard
[PPD] worked over the summer,
and wanted to thank them for the

work they do on behalf of Colby,
Greene said.
He also invited athletic teams and
coaches because "I watched student
athletes, who came early and were
working hard before all the students
got here, and wanted to acknowledge that and how important it is
they represent the
College...and
the
same thing with the
coaches, who often ,
in a way, don't get
full appreciation."
Green extended
invitations to future
dinners to other
facets of campus including students involved in the Pugh
Center, Presidential
Scholars, faculty and
students involved in
the Student Government
Association
(SGA). "We're trying to make sure all
faculty get invited
to the house to have
conversations about
intellectual life, the
work of faculty and
their research and
teaching.... It will be a way to stimulate conversation about what they
want Colby to be and learn about
the work of the faculty," Greene said.
Greene is known for sitting down
and starting spontaneous conversations with students around campus.
Most recently, Greene and Vice
President for Student Affairs and
Dean of Students Jim Terhune sal
with a student during lunch in Dana
Dining Hall.
"It 's probably horrifying for peo-

ple that I will sit down with them.
I would have been horrified if the
president did that to me, so I am
sympathetic to that," Greene said.
"But one of the things I've found is
that if I just sit and talk with people,
it's extremely helpful in understanding how people live their lives and
what works well.
It gives me a feel
for this place that
is very help ful."
S i m i l a r l y,
Greene is making
the effort to get
to know as many
members of campus as possible.
I want to know
people in the
community and
sayhello to people
walking on the
path.... We are
here for a purpose
and we should
acknowledge one
another and say
hello," he said.
In his previous
positions, Greene
has found that
administrative
mistakes stem from a mistake of process or of communication. In his efforts to create an environment where
all members of campus feel equally
represented and understand the decision-making process, Greene focuses
on communication in particular.
"I have someone who is always
there thinking about communications. [Someone] thinking about
governance—'Do we need to include people in the decision making process?' ... Somebody always

identifies as lesbian , faces discrimination on a regular basis, and is
fighting against her government 's
efforts to criminalize homosexuality. Her story relates closely to the
content of Williams's film , which
focuses on Evangelical missionaries who travel abroad in order to
convert Ugandans and encourage
them to denounce homosexuality.
The Oak Institute for Human
Rights sponsored this event with the
hel p of the Pugh Center, the Gender
ana Sexual Diversity program and
the Cinema Studies department
Assistant Professor of Government
Walter Hatch began the evening by
introducing Williams, Byarugaba
and the Oak team who helped make
the event possible. In his introduction, Hatch mentioned that the film
contains images of Christianity that
could be interpreted as negative. He
commented that Christianity is often
"behind" on issues like LGBT rights,
and he read a message submitted by
Dean of Reli g ious and Spiritual Life
Kurt Nelson , on behalf of campus
ministries. Below is the text which
Nelson also sent to the entire campus
through the Community Digest.

yond). As we preparefor the showing
of the upcoming documentary God
Loves Uganda - which traces the influence of a group of North American
Missionaries on Uganda's recent politics of sexuality ¦
we wish to stand in
solidarity with those who seek an end
to this violence, and set forth the following message:
As members and representatives
of Colby 's wide-ranging Christian
communities, we affirm together
the heart message of the Christian
Faith - that God's love has been
extended to all people in the form
of forgiveness throug h the selfless
sacrifice of Jesus . And we are thus
called to love God and see all people as neig hbors, worthy of love. We
acknowledge that we can always do
better in this regard.
In particular, we are greatly pained
by instances when people have acted
in the name of Christianity in ways
that do not reflect the expansive nature of God's love and forgiveness.
We know that these instances have
occurred throughout history, and we
are saddened that such instances continue in our time. We lament these
painful actions that do not reflect
God's love and mercy.
We acknowledge that there is significant diversity within the Christian community (both at Colby and
beyond) with respect to many issues
and practices, including(but not limited to) sexual ethics. Together, how-

thinking. Are we communicating
openly? and somebody else thinking, 'Have we thought through this?
Have these groups been consulted
properly?™ Greene said.
Greene recognizes the damaging role that anonymous posting
websites and apps play for students
when the community is attempting
to foster open discourse.
In the past, Colby Confessions, a
Facebook page that enables people
to post anonymously, and most recently Yik Yak, a smartphone app
that allows people to post anonymously within the same vicinity.
have been outlets through which
students discuss and debate hot
topics on campus such as underage drinking and diversity issues.
"I find anonymous posts very
troubling," Greene said. "They can
cause great damage to the community here. We need to be able to
have the most difficult conversations, but defend statements and
defend beliefs."
Along with his efforts to bring
members of campus into his home,
speak individuall y and spontaneously with students as well as emphasize the importance of open and
effective communication, Greene
hopes to create a space on campus
for students to have discussions on
relevant issues.
Greene described the space as
"an ongoing community forum to
have discussions on whatever issues are [of interest], put them on
the table and address the issues that
affect the community by proactive,
hard conversations....! think that
is a much more powerful , harder
thing to do, and that is the way you
move forward."

Campus Christian ministries react to "God Loves Uganda "
B Y M EGAN LASHER
News Editor

"We need to ask Barack Obama
why it's a human right to eat the poo
poo!" A religious minister's shocking on-screen quote sparked a roar
of laughter in Ostrove Auditorium
last Wednesday, Oct 15.
Academy Award-winning filmmaker Roger Ross Williams
presented his film, "God Loves

Uganda ," to the campus this week
in order to continue the ongoing
discussion of international LGBT
rights. The film highlights follows
a variety of religious extremists,
mixing humor with more somber
moments, both contributing to the
film's poignant message.
Throughout the semester, Oak
Fellow Clare Byarugaba has interacted with the community to bring
a new perspective on human rights.
Byarugaba, Ugandan activist who

To the Colby Community:
We, like so many at Colby, have
learned much from Clare Byarugaba 's presence at Colby this semester,
in particular about anti-homosexuality legislation in Uganda (and be-
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ever, we wish to stand with the great
many Christians around the world
who have spoken out against oppression (both formal and informal)
against our neighbors in Uganda.
We know that much violence has
been done to LGBT persons (in Uganda and closer to home) in the name of
Christianity. We offer our solidarity
with those who stand against such violence. We collectivelyfeel the violent
actions in this film do not ref lect the
teachings of Jesus nor the beliefs and
practices of the vast majority of the
diverse Christian community. We
further dare to hope that those acts
will not be perceived as representing
the fullness of the Christian faith.
Many from our groups will be
present at Wednesday 's film, and we
remain open to honest, loving, and
hard conversations about the road
ahead together.
Sincerely,
Catholic Campus Ministry (Newman Council)
Ecumenical Christian Chapel
Community
Global Friends Christian Fellowship
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
The topic of LGBT rig hts will
remain prominent on campus
throughout the year, as the Oak
Institute continues to plan events
on their 2014-15 topic of gender
and sexuality.

Messalonskee Strong MDEA gets federal grant to
combat methamphetamine
the third largest (behind West
Virginia and California) in the recent funding cycle which totaled
$6 million.
Opiate abuse has been a prevaWhile the scope of Maine 's meth
lent issue in Maine for almost two problem has not yet reached the
decades, but a new drug is rapidly degree that it has in many other
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forcement agencies
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"Ifs a
dangerous
drug and ifs
a dangerous
process."

BY SAVANNAH J UDGE
Local News Editor
Within the past three weeks, the
Messalonskee High School com munity has adopted the "Messalonskee Strong " slogan as family,
friends and classmates cope with
the recent loss of two students.
17-year-old Nora Birch took
her own life on Sept. 30. Accord ing to her obituary in the Morning Sentinel , Birch was an avid
singer and pianist and was involved in many groups at school.
Birch grew up in Belgrade. Maine
and identified as a born-again
Christian. Next fall , she was

planning to attend either Colby,
Bowdoin College or the University of Maine at Farmington with
aspirations to become an editor.
Two weeks later, on Sat. Oct.
11 , 17-vear-oId Cassidy Charette
was killed in a hayride accident
that injured 22 other passengers,
including her boyfriend , Connor Garland. Charette grew up in
Oakland, Maine , where she was a
student athlete and an active volunteer in numerous community
service activities. On Tuesday
Oct. 14 there was a vigil for Charette at the Mount Merici School
in Waterville , where Charette
previousl y attended.

msmUeauaaf PoBee

ed in "Our View: Maine playing
catch-up in anti-meth efforts." an
op-ed posted last week.
"...We've also lost out by repeatedl y turning down federal
Affordable Care Act funds to exp and MaineCare, which would
nave included drug treatment,"
the Board said.
Kennebec Valley has alread y
been touched by methamp hetamine trafficking and production.
In March of this year , six people
were arrested at the Waterville
Fireside Inn for manufacturing the drug in one of the motel
wings. Scores of state drug agents
and police were involved in the
bust , and due to the dangerous
nature of the production process
(which involves poisonous , flammable and exp losive chemicals),
the hotel had to be evacuated.
Police had been investigating the suspected drug ring in
the Waterville and Oakland area
for about a month, but the event
prompted action from LePage.
Following the bust . LePage 's press
secretary said that the Governor
decided to expand the MDEA's
funding and personnel by adding
4 jud ges. 14 agents and $40,000 to
their available resources.
With the increase in drug cases
over the course of this year, extra help from the state and the
federal government is a welcome
change for many Maine officials.
""It 's the onl y one we 've had, but
we always worry." said Waterville
Chief of Police Joseph Massey,
speaking about the March bust.
"It 's a dangerous drug and it 's a
dangerous process. If you look at
what 's going on around the state,
what 's happened once could cer-

State court to evaluate abuse
fOKAS ' V.
at Riverview psychiatric center ^ SPECIALS
Patient abuse issues
to come before Maine
Sup erior Court
B Y CAROLINE F ERGUSON
Asst. Local News Editor
Serious issues occurring at the
Riverview Psychiatric Hospital
in Augusta will soon be presented before a Superior Court jud ge
for evaluation and possible punishment. Dan Wathen, the court
master for the Riverview investigation , made this decision after
reviewing Riverview 's operations
throug h numerous meetings
with emp loyees and touring the
facility. Prompted by last December 's incident involving the pepper spraying of a female patient ,
Wathen refuses to allow the issues to be swept under the rug.
"It 's a violation of the court order," Wathen told the Press Herald earlier this week. "It has to be
reported to the court, and then
the court can determine what the
consequences are."
These reports of abuse are not
new to the mental health community in Augusta. Prior to
Riverview. the Augusta Mental
Health Institute served as the
state 's central psychiatric hospi
tal. However, due to comp laints
ol patient abuse, this center was
shut down in 2003. The following year Riverview opened on
the same Campus to serve as a
rep lacement, and a consent decree was established for the facility due to the previous hospital s

abuse. Yet with Riverview 's many
recent incidents , it is currentl y
not meeting this mandatory consent decree.
Determined to make change,
Wathen met with the Legislature 's Health and Human Services
Committee
this
past
Wednesday, and
was accompanied
Riverview 's
by
superintendent
[ay Harper. As
a result of the
meeting, all red
flags surrounding
Riverview 's
functioning as a
facility, including
the p epper-spray
incident , are to
be reported to
Maine Superior
Court Justice Andrew Horton.
One major issue Wathen hi ghlig hted is Riverview 's Lower
Saco, a unit in
the hospital that
serves to segregate and ultimatel y isolate its more difficult
patients. This segregation ironicall y results in decreased access
to treatment opportunities foj
those patients who need help
the most. In addition, the Lower
Saco staff is not specialized oi
trained to work with the hospitals most difficult patients and
as a result have been reported to
use extreme restrainment methods on patients such as handcuffs

and stun guns. Furthermore
Riverview 's policy does not enforce Lower Saco patients to takt
anti-psychotic or any prescribed
medications , which creates opportunities for conflict betweer
patients and staff members.
Ultimatel y
the Lower Sact;
unit serves as 6
violation of the
imposed consent
decree as it prevents
patient *
from obtaining
equal access tc
hospital
care
Because of thest
deficiencies, tht
federal
agenc)
cut 75 percent
of the hospital' ;
funding in 2013
after inspection
resulting in tht
a d m i n i s t r a t i o n 's
Dan Wathen reluctant decito decertif y
CowtMaster sion
the Lower Saco.
Looking for redemption. River
view underwent
another federal
inspection
this
past spring, yet received pooi
reviews as well as the denial tht
recertification of the Lower Saco.
The next inspection is likel y ti
occur soon and should be a telling sign of Riverview 's efforts for
progress. Due to Riverview 's failure to meet the set consent decree In addition to the numerous
incidences of patient abuse. Horton can legall y charge the hospital with sever.il penalties-
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President discusses adjustment to life on campus
BY GRACE BALDWIN
News Staff

Having grown up with six siblings,
President David A. Greene understood
from a young age the importance of
higher education. Greene brings with
him not only depth of knowledge but
also diverse life experiences and lessons that formalize his central values.
A father of two (one daughter and one
son). Greene puts his family and work
first; the tandem of the two fill him
with compassion and excitement to be
the 20th president of the College.
When asked to describe his undergraduate experience in three words,
Greene said, "Disruptive, friendly,
evolutionaryr Greene attended Hamilton College and then received two
Masters degrees and a doctoral degree
in administrative,planning and social
policy from Harvard University.
"If anything [my college experi ence] was probably a tumultuous
time of personal discovery, trying to
fi gure out who I am and what was
important.... Upon reflection, it was
probably more of a time of personal
development, over academic development," Greene said.
Like
many
undergraduates.
Greene's four years at Hamilton were
a time of forming and questioning
values. Moreover, Greene worked to
discover who he was in the larger context. "It was disruptive because who I
thought I was and who I was becoming
were probably in conflict." he said.
While Greene was growing up, his
father worked as a high schoolteacher
and then received his doctorate and
became a college professor."I remember going to [my fathers] graduation
ceremony when he got his doctorate
from Boston University. It was a powerful moment seeing my father go back
to school and a real signal about the
importance of education." Greene said.
Greene grew up around college
campuses and became immersed in
different aspects of higher education
at a young age. Greene and his siblings
helped their father grade simple parts

of exams and learned first hand about
research. He said, "We used to be guinea pigs for [my father's] colleagues in
the psychology department"
Overall, Greenes upbringing emphasized the importance and value in
education. "The more central point
was that education really mattered in
my family." said Greene.
Through his childhood and adult
life, Greene recognized the strife and
sacrifice people go through to receive
higher education. "What people do to
get education.. .how much people sacrifice to have education and to get to
a place like [Colby]. Parents who support their children, or when you see
adults fi ght and claw to do everything
they can to receive higher education,
you can never lose sight of that, it is
very powerful," he said.
His siblings, who now all live in New
England, taught Greene the balance
between friendly conflict and resolution. "We would argue and fight and
we were also really close. One of the
things I learned through having siblings is that conflict is okay, and you
can still move beyond it and be close
and be together," Greene said.
As a college president, as with any
leadership position, it may be hard to
find time to relax from the stress and
obligations of the job. "The two things
in my life that are important to me, are
my family and my work....When I'm
with my family it feels like decompression." he said.
For Greene's family, their summerhouse on Cape Cod has become a sort
of sanctuary by which the family leaves
their work and stress behind to spend
time with each other, relaxing and having fun. "It has become a place for us
where as a family we can decompress
and spend time together; it is an important touchstone for us....It is a place
¦where we've had holidays and a space
that is really our space, one where as a
family we can all just be together and
be ourselves completely," Greene said.
"I didn't know now much fun [being
a father] would actually be and how
fulfilling.. .and life transforming [it

is] ....I think if we have to do something
important in life, the first thing is to be
a good father, being able to send kids
off in the world to do something exciting and important," he said.
For Greene, the hardest part about
his new position is when he cannot
spend as much time as he wants with
his family. "My son plays on his junior
high school football team. Being at
games is very important and I will cancel anything, but sometimes I'm traveling and have to miss a game....When
my daughter is in a play, it is really important to be there for those moments."
Greene said.
Before coming to the Hill, Greene
worked as the executive vice president
at University of Chicago. Moving from
the city of Chicagoto Maineis not necessarily an easy transition, but Greenes
family has adjusted well to living in Waterville. "[My children] certainly miss
their friends, but they keep in close
contact with them and have adjusted
extremely welL...They have made
friends very quickly, and my house is
often filled with teenage kids they've
met at schooL..They've handled the
move with incredible grace, poise and
generosity, and are making the most
of it and love being at Colby and being
part of this community.They love going to games and events decked out in
Colby swag," Greene said.
Greenes daughter, Madeline, is currend y a junior in high school and has
started the infamous college search
and application process. She recendy
visited Bowdoin College: "(My daughter said,] 'I'm wearingmy Colby sweatshirt when I go (to Bowdoin].' She
came back and said she loved Colby
more and how much more beautiful
and impressiveColby is. I loved that"
Greene's family has excitedly been
taking advantage of the opportunities
in Maine and on the campus.He wants
to spend as much time as he can in the
rich outdoors of Maine. "I want to get
up to Acadia, spend more time on the
coast, get up to the mountains," Greene
said. T)ne of the things I'd love to do
is go fly fishing....There is something

soul cleansing about fly fishing,
you really have to focus your mind
on the activity."
In comparing Universityof Chicago
to the College, Greene marks a difference in the culture of, and emphasison,
research versusa liberal arts education.
"In U. Chicago, me predominant ethos
is about [research]. And everything
flows from discovery.... Education is
obviously important, but comes out
of [research]; it is not a place that leads
with educationrGreene said. This is in
part due to the graduate programs and
professional schools at the University
of Chicago, in addition to the undergraduateschool.
Alternatively, he said, "I think
at Colby there is more of a balance
between scholarship and education
and the way that the two come together. The environment here is
more communal. Its a place that is
more supportive of one another....
Both places focus on excellence and
have very high standards...but Colby is really focused on undergraduates and the experience students
have here."
Overall , the faculty, students

and the College have inspired
Greene; this has energized him
to get to know and work hard
for the community.
"I think we have an extraordinary faculty, a group of faculty who could be at any college
or university in the country and
have chosen to be here and take
that very seriousl y. The thing
that strikes me is now seriousl y
they take their role as scholars
and teachers and that they think
about [their roles] in connection
with students," Greene said.
Through speaking with alumni ,
the dedication of the faculty to
the students amazed Greene. The
students impressed him as well.
He said , "I knew that the students
were smart and talented , what I
hadn 't expected was how open and
engaging students are here. There
is a sense of possibility with students, in a way that people tend
to support one another....It is an
environment where students are
singularl y accomplished , yet they
seem to work together instead of
working at odds.

Maine native pursues his passion for history and
commends Colby College 's faculty and leadership
BY DAVID SHERRY

cited the John J. and Cornelia
V. Gibson Professor of History
and current Head of the Colb y
College historian Earl H. History Department Elizabeth
Smith loves Colby and all the
D. Leonard as one of the best
opportunities it bestows upon
historians he has ever met: "I
the students who
will tell you what
attend. Smith has
makes Colby spebeen an involved
cial: it 's people
member of the Collike
Elizabeth
b y c o m m u n i t y for
Leonard....She 's a
forty years.
real scholar and
Smith is a Wahistorian
She
terville native who
is a very well reattended the Unispected Civil War
versity of Maine at
historian. She 's a
Orono and majored
star ," Smith said.
in journalism. After
He also called Au
graduating. Smith
drey Wade Hittook a job at Colb y
tinger Katz and
as an assistant news
Sheldon
Tob y
photograp her. AfKatz Professor of
ter years of workHistory Raffae! M.
ing in the College 's
Scheck one of the
News Department ,
best lecturers the
he became the first
College has had.
Eari H. Smith
Director of StuHe called Scheck a
ColbytHstorkm "first-rate...histodent Activities on
the Hill in 1968.
rian," and said , "I
t
Smith
continued
love to hear him
to hold many diftalk. I just love
ferent a d m i n i s t r a t i v e positions , his mannerisms. Hes got a real
i n c l u d i n g Dean of the College , sense of humor."
Secretary of the Corporation
Smith also discussed the sta,ind Executive Assistant to t h r e e
bility of the institution and the
i i f f e r e n t Presidents.
m a n y ways in which the PresiS m i t h shows his love for the dents from the past 80 years
ollege when talking about the
have impacted the school. He
l i s t i n g u i s h i n g factors of the
credited Bob Strider with "[putting] Colb y on the map " and Bill
chool, especiall y how the qualty of the teachers at was "out
Cotter with "[building] twenty
if t h i s world" Tor examp le, he b u i l d i n g s in twenty years." DurNews Staff

"One should
know something about
the person
whose name
is above the
door of your
dormitory?*

ing Cotter 's time at Colby. "The
p lace grew and the academic
program grew," said Smith. "And
then Bro Adams...carried it forward ," Smith added.
Before his many administrative positions at Colby, Smith
was a reporter for the Bangor
Dail y News . Smith's passion for
stud ying and learning about history stemmed from his fascination and belief that in order to
move forward in this world , one
must know about history. Smith
feels that "one should know
something about the person
whose name is above the door of
your dormitory Smith' s love for history and
writing eventuall y led him to
write two different historical
books about the College. The
first , titled Mayflower Hill, gives
an overview of the history of the
College from its humble beginning in downtown Waterville
to the earl y 2000s. After publishing Mayflower Hill in 2004 ,
Smith went on to write a history
about the Colb y College Museum of Art , titled With the Help
of Friends , in 2009.
Smith used many different
sources for his two histories of
the College. He used everything
from old documents and previous Colby President 's files to
p hone interviews with a variety
of peop le related to the College , such as alumni, faculty and
peers. "Sort of like the Presidents
of the United States , when they

left, the [College Presidents]
didn 't take their files with them.
Therefore, they were removed
from the office and stored. So,
the files from [Presidents] Bixler and Strider and Cotter were
in file cabinets ," Smith said .
"The problem is they had been
improperly stored , so some of
them were kind of shaky....I've
spent six months going throug h
those files one by one....[It was
a] little bit like digging for gold.

A lot of them were crap. You
know, bud gets from 1964. But,
the correspondents in those files
shed light on what I was going to
write about ," Smith said.
Smith is now enjoying retire ment. However, he continues to
be involved with the College as
its official historian . Smith also
recentl y wrote two works of fiction, the first titled The Dam
Committee with a sequel called
More Dam Trouble.
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Colby's keen sense of community
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When we set foot upon the Hill ing to me and took an actual interest
our first time, we knew that we were in who I was, where I was from , and
walking into an institution that has a what I wanted to do with my life. It
long legacy of community. A com- was an overwhelming feeling, but
munity of genuine niceness.^ -^ an amazing one at the same time.
"N. Everyoneon the Hill seems
A community that doesn't
jg ^
exclude. When I visited ^
| \ to be very happy and I
Colby last year, I passed by f/^|
I
\ think that is something
^M
college students who were [ ^H
|
j that makes this place very
always waving and saying I ^H^B"Marcques / unique. People have always
hello. At other colleges
to'd me "c°tfege 's what you
Houston/
that I visited , the students \^^^M
y make of it." Colby students
^^^^P*
would walk right byprospec- ^^^ Jf
do j ust that.
tive students as if they weren't
They make the best
even there.
of their four years here
That kind of genuine friendli- on the Hill and they
ness is what makes this institution do that by being themso unique. From the very start of selves. This is a place
my college search, I was looking for where you can find the
a place that focused on one value passions you will have
more than any other: community. for the rest of your life.
Community has always been im- Colby is a place where
portant to me. Our families and you can be yourself
communities are what mold each and no one will exclude
and every one of us students into the
You are accepted
people that would fit ri ght in at Col- r .
everybody. In high
by. And from the very moment— school and maybe even
back in the beginning of my senior other institutions, students constantly
year of high school—that I came face the fear that they will not be achere for a visit, I felt like I had been cepted for who they are.
completely taken into this commuThat is something I used to fear.
nity. Students and faculty were talk- I was afraid to be who I really was

because people might make fun of
me for it. I had heard that Colby
was a place where you could truly
be yourself and be happy. One of
my greatest experiences of knowing
that I could be myself here was during my COOT trip. I just decided to
let go and be who I really am and my
COOT family loved me. That reall y
helped me to let go of my fear of being the real me.
The genuine niceness of folks
here is why I chose
to be here. There
was one student ,
who will remain
anonymous
for
now, who is a senior this year that
said hello to me
on one of my visits
last year and it was
one of the most
genuine hello's that
I have received in
my entire life. That
will stick with me
for the rest of my life. That hello was
a huge reason why I chose to come
here. That hello showed me that this
place takes in great people and produces even greater people.

niceness of

why I chose
to be here."

Hypsi vs. college student:
can you spot the difference?
B Y EMILY WALKER
Class of 2016
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As college students , we have
a lot of dail y habits that are
pretty similar to those of the
Musky Rat-Kangaroo. During
the rainforest module of our
stud y abroad program , we studied population sizes of these
small marsupials and realized
that we're actually not too different from them. Ever heard
of a Musk y Rat-Kangaroo? We
definitel y hadn't until we ventured to Australia for our stud y
abroad program , School for International Training 's Rainforest, Reef and Cultural Ecology,
based out of Cairns, Australia.
Know any college students
with a "hip " nickname? The
Musk y Rat-Kangaroo has one
too. Known colloquiall y as
"hypsi," it gets this name from
its bionomial , Hypsiprymnodon moschatus. Hypsis are the
smallest species of kangaroo
and have coppery brown bodies, grey heads and a hairless ,
rat-like tail.
Whether it is in the dining hall
or the rainforests of Australia ,
both college students and hypsis spend a lot of time foraging
for food. The hypsi 's main food
sources are fruit and seeds on
the forest floor , but they will also
sometimes eat fungi and insects.
As they toil to fina food sources ,
they face the threats of predators
and forest fragmentation—the
separation of large forests b y
roads or other factors into isolated forest patches—that further limit resources and creates
disjunction between inhabitable
rainforest areas. It 's kind of like
when we're trying to get to the
dining hall , but there are piles
of snow in the way. Once you
reach the dining hall , the football team's eaten all of the food!
Hypsis are a good species to
stud y because they are diurnal
animals (active during the day
and sleep at nig ht), like we are
supposed to be—despite party ing and cramming for finals.
Also, just like we h ave dorms ,
hypsis live in their own segments
of the rainforest with a wide array of canopy tree species.
Our search for these creatures
occurred at several different

areas in the Atherton Table- large sing le versus a tiny doulands. Initiall y, we searched ble. So, we figured we would
hopelessl y for the cute little see more hypsis in large forests
faces in the bush—to no avail. than in forests with roads and
With each passing minute , we trails cutting through. Strangel y enough , we ended up seeing
grew increasingly nervous that
we would not see a single one! the complete opposite again!
Suddenl y, a small , furry figure Upon looking at this interesting
hopped like a rabbit ri ght across discovery, we realized it could
the path. Then , slowl y but sure- have to do with one of the hyply, we began to see more. We si 's main predators , the quoll.
walked along the path for two
Quolls are marsupial cats
hours next to the __^_^__
native to Ausfragmented forest
tralia that prefer
of Lake Eacham in
large forests so
the morning and
it is possible we
saw more hypanother two hours
in a forested area
sis in these fragcalled Gad garra in
mented
forests
the afternoon. We
simply due to the
lack of predators
counted the number of hypsis and
preferential to alnoted their behavternative environments. It 's sort of
ior, combining out
observations with
like when there
are more of us
those of other students on our pro partying
around
-^
campus when fewgram that visited
additional
sites.
er security guards
We then compared
are present. AddildTgP «AH£lc
tionall y, the fragthese numbers to
.
- t j „ a,,.
the data collectmented
forests
we studied were
ed last March b y
next to lakes and
f>revious students
a source of water
rom our program.
is a vital part of
In March , forest fruit numbers
the hypsi 's terriare at their peak, which means tory. This environmental factor
booming hypsi populations. also explains why we saw more
Think about how college stu- hypsis in the forest fragments
dents flock towards large sourc - rather than the continuous fores of free food as well. However, est sites ... I mean we all chose
during October , when we con- Colb y for the pond , rig ht?
ducted this stud y, fruit is scarce
Thoug h these marsupials are
on the forest floor so we believed not considered t h r e a t e n e d , t h e y
we would see less h ypsis than are deteriorating in n u m b e r s
students last semester. However, and health. Continuing effects
we were p leasantl y surprised to of past rainforest clearing is a
find exactl y the opposite result.
severe d e t r i m e n t to p lants and
In almost all sites , the over- animals w i t h i n the Wet Tropics.
all number of hypsis is hig her While our dail y strugg les , such
this October than last March. as making it to class t h r o u g h
Hypsi's young emerge from the snowstorm, may not be
the poucn in October; this is quite as h a r m f u l as the h ypsi
a possible exp lanation for a strugg le to find food in fragpopulation boom , as well as mented rainforests , you can see
the sig h t i n g of several juvehow changes in the your enviniles. A d d i t i o n a l l y, since fruit
ronment can affect the way you
resources are low at t h i s time , live. The same goes for h ypsis!
h ypsis increase their foraging Any change we make in the
along trails for fung i , where we h ypsis ' environment also has
are more likel y to see them.
the p o t e n t i a l to affect t h e m —
Hypsis prefer to live in large so let 's make these alterations
forest areas, just like how stupositive so these hip h ypsis can
dents would prefer to live in a thrive in the future.
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New curator engages Gone Girl film adds a new
students with museum dimension to best selling book
Screenpass

By SIMONE LEUNG
Assistant Features Editor
After twenty years of living and
teaching in large cities. Shalini
Le Gall, the Colby Museum of
Art 's new Curator of Academic
Programs, is calling her new life
in Maine a " welcome breath of
fresh air."
Le Gall grew up in New Jersey and later attended college at
Georgetown University and graduate school at Northwestern , where
she earned her Ph.D. in art history Before coming to Colby, she
worked at New York University 's
Pans campus for five years, where
she taught topics that ranged from
Modernism to Orientalism.
"The best part about working
in Paris." I.e Gall said, "was being
able to "[teach] in some of the
best museums in the world, even
if [she] had to compete with all
the tourists."
However . Le Gall is enjoying
life in Maine in a different way.
She says that in comp arison to
NYU Paris, "[Colb y ] students
and (acuity are much more laid
back, and make time to pursue
athletics, outdoor activities, and
enjoy nature "
While Le Gall specializes in
19th Century Europe, her professional interests lie in race,
postcolonial theory, photograph y, religious imagery and orientalism. She is currentl y developing her doctoral work, which
focuses on British Orientalist
p ainting in the Middle Last and
now religious imagery drew

from anthropological studies,
missionary activities, and imperialist expansion. I.e Gall is also
working on a second project ,
which focuses on 19th century
photograp hy of ruins. Of her
research, she says she is "examining the popularity of nostal gic
imagery in the period of economic industrialization. "
At Colby, Le Gall has goals
to expand the Museum 's presence on campus. Since the Museum's 2013 opening, professors
and students — particularly in
humanities and social science
courses—have increasingl y used
works in the Museum to supplement class work. Le Gall plans
to collaborate with other faculty
members to further integrate
the Museum 's collection in the
academic curriculum by incorporating the museum 's collection into courses, teaching and
student assi gnments.
On what she wishes to see
happen at the Museum during
her time here. Le Gall says , "It
would be great to have more
broad-based curricular use of
the museum, and for students to
be able to extensively research
and stud y individual objects in
the collection. "
With a new president and various other changes on campus.
Le Gall is among those who are
enthusiastic to see what is next
for Colby. She says it is "an exciting time to be at Colby," and that
she feels "fortunate to learn from
such a talented group of faculty
and students as (she exploresl
the collection and Colb y."

It 's rare that a book can make
me say "holy shit " four or five
times, out loud, in public places,
without even worrying about
weirding out the peop le around
me. Gone Girl, with its unexpected twists and well developed , unique storytelling, did
just this . And as a movie, the
surprises were even more j *~~
captivating.
f
Something
danger-/
ous happens when
/„
M egan
a popular novel be.
comes a film. Liter\ Lashet J
\ ^M
ary fans and pleasure
readers alike form a type \^M
of bond to the original text , ^^
defending even the smallest of
details to ensure that the movie
will match their
precious book verbatim. I' m guilty
of doing this, too,
which is why I
worried that the
distinct narrative
voices from Gillian Flynn 's novel
would be washed
away if the filmmakers
ditched
Flynn 's decision to
tell the story from
two different perspectives. However, director David
Fincher did an incredible job of let ting the film audiences understand
the characters that
we book readers knew so well.
Ultimatel y, Fincher leaves
his audiences with one crucial
idea: that film, as a craft, has
the power to turn written stories

into something so much greaterYes. Flynn 's impeccable writing
made for quite the page-turner,
but Fincher proves that the art
of cinema can bring us to places
where no written text can go.
Fl ynn 's most notable accomp lishment is her ability to present narrators that we aren 't sup— -v posed to trust. She writes
^ about the marriage of
-^L
and
'
m main characters Nick
^
Amy before and
^^5»
Amy's mysteri
*^p^H after disappearance
.j ^^^V ous
with and
^^r presents us
false
^^r information throughout.
^^
Flynn plants a multitude
of red herrings , gives us tons of
conspiracies regarding Amy 's
whereabouts, and
then, without any
warning,
flips
the world upside
down and in one
page destroys every theory we
could have possibly had.
In
order
to
portray
these
stunning
twists
throug h a film,
Fincher
often
fades scenes to
black and has important , revealing
sentences , spoken
without an accompanying image.
The film 's cinematographic techniques establish characters in a
way that words cannot: the silhouette of two lovers with their
faces an inch apart, one looking monstrous compared to the

Fincher leaves
his audiences
with one crucial idea: that
film, as a craft,
has the power
to turn written stories into
something so
much greater.

other 's small , tipped down head ,
portrays a power dynamic that
can 't be written. The darkl y-lit ,
eerie houses of Nick's family, in
contrast with the brig ht , almost
too white house that Nick (Ben
Affleck) and Amy (Rosemund
Pike) inhabit, is a visual difference that went unmentioned
in the novel , but is crucial to
the audience's understanding
of the film. Even the little images—Nick's fake smiles. Amy 's
straig ht-to-the-heart glares , the
innocence of their all-knowing
cat and his alliance with Nick—
are all details too expository
to be said in the book, so onl y
the film could let viewers in on
these visual clues.
The score of the movie was also
imperative to its atmosphere. Eerie background sounds; loud , suspenseful crescendos contrasted
with silence and a single heart beat; the crowd sounds that often
drown out Nick's own voice in
Eublic scenes, for example, en
ance the emotion of the overall
film and keep viewers on the edges of their seats.
The film engages viewers with
other members of the audience
in the theater. Reading the book
alone, with every crazy twist, my
inability to share the surprise left
the bi g moments feeling anti-climactic. In the theater, the shock
effect is far greater; watching
other people react to the film was
half the fun, and it made the plot
behind Gone Girl even more engulfing. Through visual , audial ,
and cinematic effects, the film
expands upon Flynn 's novel to
make for an even better storytelling experience.
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Tim Carr, West Virginia University
Jessica Helm,Sierra Club
Erin Mansur '95, Dartmouth College
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Weekend Weather
Forecast

Family Homecoming Registration
8:00 AM / Alumni Center

SIT Information Session
5:00 PM / Lovejoy 205

Concert: Chance the Rapper
8:00 P M I Alfond Athletic Center

Career Center Info Session:
Prudential
7:00 PM/Lovejoy 119

Family Homecoming BBQ
11:00 AM / Roberts Back Lawn

Diversity, Dialogue, and Dinner:
Don't Call Me an ILLEGAL Alien:
The Politics of Liberty
5:30 Pm I Pugh Center

Football vs. Hamilton College
12:00 PM / Turf Football Field

Movie Night: Guardians of the Galaxyfe
9:00 PM / Diamond 142

Catholic Mass
4:15 PM/Lorimer Chapel

Friday

I

/// I
51/69 °

I

Saturday

SexPub
8:00 PM I Blue Light Pub

Theater and Dance: Colby on Stage
7:30 PM/Runnals - Strider Theater

m
I

all^Ha^l^l^l^l^^l^l^l^l^l^^Hafl^H

¦
1

I And Then $h!+ Got Real: A Night of I
I Racial Parodies and Perspectives I
¦
7:00 PM I Mary Low Coffeehouse M

J
Wednesday
ASA Faculty Allies
Appreciation Dinner
5:30 PM I Pugh Center
Title IX Presentation
7:30 PM I Diamond 142

42/65 °

|

Sunday

I
I

V

31/48 °

1
|

While your student is by far your most important contribution to
Colby, special thanks to all those who make an additional contribution
to the Parents Fund and help to make Mayflower Hill what it is. We
hope all families have a wonderful Family Homecoming Weekend!

Colby FuncBiilfcr
f orParents

Reid and Murrad leading the way for Men's Tennis
from across the region with 64
sing les matches and 32 in doubles.
^m>fitt-&llJJ<ay[fs< iRfaib wai"
seeded first in the competition;
Murad"£n£» HrMsfiW r tMark HoSang 16 were unseeded in singles
competition. In his first match as
a Mule, HoSang fell in two sets,
losing 2-6, 2-6. Murad was able
to advance past the first round of
play, upsetting the five seed in an
exciting three-set match that saw
Murad win 6-3, 4-6, 6-2. Murad
fell in the ensuing match to an
eventual semifinal competitor
2-6 , 6-3, 3-6.
Reid was the most successful
Mule at regionals , easily advancing into the quarterfinals. In his first
match. Reid at first
coasted and then
fought hard , winning his first round
match handil y in
straight sets 6-1.
6-1 and later gutting out a first set
win to overcome
his next opponent
7-6, 6-3. Reid was
upset in quarterfinal play by the 14th
seed in two sets,
7-6 , 6-1.
In doubles competition , Reid and
Murad were unseeded, but were
given a toug h draw, having to
match up against the second seeded pair in a quarterfinal match. In
their first match , the Mule pair
was able to overcome a Wesleyan
duo 8-4. In second round p lay,
Reid and Murad upset a seventh
seed pair from Middlebury playing on their home court 8-6. This
slated Colby for a quarterfinal

Team^orrm
seasofiffmm ^mits
¦
\
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BY KIEHNAN SOMERS
Assistant Sports Editor
Colby Menjs Tjennis has picked
^
up rig ht «HHM
teara lEft off
largel y b*a*j!to thfc continued efforts o£«SttL&eid 17 Reid was
the NEC!@t»*i*okie of the Year
and the Intercollegiate Tennis
Association Northeast Region
Rookie of the Year in 2013 for
his outstanding undefeated sea
¦son playing first
seat singles for the
Mules.
In addition to
Reid , Colb y returned Vlaa Mu
rad '17 who was
very consistent as
the second singles
player. Murad and
Reid also teamed
up to form one
of the most formidable doubles
duos in the northeast and are consistentl y
seeded
in the top five of
tournaments.
The fall schedule was light , but
despite the short season , the
team was able to perform well,
capturing a doubles title at the
Wallach Invitational and advancing multip le team members
into the later rounds of both the
Wallach Invitational and the
1TA regional tournament.
The ITA tennis regionals, hosted by Middlebury. featured teams

fromaround
the country.

matchup versus a second seeded
Amherst pair. The Mules fell in a
hard-fought match 7-9.
The annual Wallach Invitational, hosted by Bates, draws some of
the best Division III players from
not just the region but around the
country. Colby had a very strong
showing in singles play by Reid,
and newcomer Shaw Speer '18.
Reid , the second seed, p layed
"A" singles and advanced easily
into the semifinals posting a 6-4 ,
6-3 win in the first round and

then coasting to a quarterfinal
victory by a large 6-3, 6-0 margin.
In the semifinal matchup, Reid
won smoothl y 6-4, 6-2, but was
upset in the finals by a landslide
1-6,2-6.
Playing "D" singles, Speer had
a big day, opening with a 6-4, 6-1
win in the first round and then
knocking off the top seed with sets
of 6-4. 3-6, and 10-7. Speer fell in
his semifinal matchup by a 1-6,
1-6 margin to the eventual tournament champion.

The Colby A doubles pair
of Reid and Murad was ready to
avenge their performance at the
ITA regionals and came out looking for nothing less than a win as
the second seed in the tournament. The pair proved themselves
against undoubtedly some of the
best doubles teams in the country,
advancing to the final and defeating a talented Trinity duo 9-8.
The tourney featured multiple
doubles pairs who had played at
the ITA national tournament.
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Women's Soccer vs. Hamilton
Sat, Oct 18

11am

Waterville, ME

Football vs. Hamilton
Sat,0ct18

12 pm

Waterville, ME

Men's Soccer vs. Hamilton
Sat, Oct 18

130 pm

Waterville, ME
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Field Hockey vs. Hamilton
Sat,0ct 18

12pm

WatervHIe. ME

11am

Farmington, ME
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